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10 Years After
 
As the time passes by memory fades,
with this passing time we see life’s different shades…
Today i am trying to sit n tackle all my fears,
by looking at the shades of my life after 10 years…
Will i be living in the world of my dreams,
will life be as easy as today it seems…
Will i be missing my school life and itz grace,
or i will forget it all in this worlds rat race…
Will i be getting from my friends same care and time,
or they will all be changed by those silver coins shine…
Will i be with all my sweetest friends till then,
with whom life is easy every moment is overwhelmed…
Will i be with my life’s ultimate love,
with whom i can fly high to the clouds above…
Will i be having my best friend with me too,
will she help me then whenever i am in blue…
But now its the time to give halt to all these thoughts,
cuz i dont even know till then i will be ALIVE OR NOT
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A Gift
 
I can see your face in the horizon
Your smile that lighten up in the midst
I can feel warmth in winter through your embrace
You are a proof of God's beautiful grace!
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A Poem For Nico
 
a 5'2' in height
a man w/ a Chinese eye
a man that caught my eyes
with his personality that makes me in love
 
 
from the day i saw him
i knew it was him
a person that would change something
in my life for the better
 
i always want to see him smile
and laugh upto the fullest
i always want to talk to him about life
and dream w/ him upto the extent
 
i always want to eat with him
and drink w/ him
i always want to spoke to him
and decide everything w/ him
 
a day is perfect w/ him
am to cancel anything for him
life is extra ordinary w/ him
i cant ask anything else then
 
a simple message from him is a treasure
a smile from him takes my breath away
a hug from him is comfort
and a kiss from him makes me fly
 
he makes me appreciate the horizon
he helps me learn life
he strengthens my faith to God
he makes me whole and fulfilled
 
i wish i can hold him until the end
i wish i can spend the rest of my life with him
i hope God would help me
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reach my dreams with him
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Friendship By Shiela Riza Bautista
 
Friendship is an interpersonal relationship
regardless of the distance
regardless of the status
everyone is bind forever
 
When someone is down
It calls for sharing
When someone cries
It is there to comfort
 
Friends are person you can be with
In darkness, you are safe
In the crowd, you are comfortable
In silence, Happiness and contentment is present
 
It shelters you during the rain
It comforts you in sorrow
It's your epinephrine on the rush
It protects you like a fence
 
Distance says nothing
Money is just a dust
popularity is useless
with friends, I'm, always on a blast!
 
A bottle or two of wine
A puff of cigar is fine
A chat with them unwinds
In my nerves, our laughters are like vines 
 
America, Europe, Oceania, Asia
Wherever you are
What ever you do
In friendship, they are only a dew! !
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Heart
 
Heart is a four chambered structure
It has veins and arteries
Heart pumps blood for the body
It helps in the oxygenation of the cells
 
Heart beats for us to live
It rushes when we are in love
Heart beats faster than normal when we are scared
It also fails when we are down
 
Heart makes the doctors rich
It causes normal people to spend much money
Heart diseases range number1
It is usually the cause of million deaths
 
Heart is one of the major body structure
It is valuable
Heart beats for our love ones
It tells us what we currently feels.
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I Love You
 
i love u coz ur  a man of God,
i love u coz u are honest and trust worthy
i love u for being u
i love u for being a nice son and brother
i love u for your thoughts
i love  the way u are
i love u even the world is against ur attitude
i love u despite of your mood swings
i love u always and forever.
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Journey Of Love
 
Love is a gift
It is priceless and sacred
Love is a word
Yet it is so deep
 
We break rules for love
Sometimes called blind
A thing that cannot be understood
But it feels good deep inside
 
We laugh for no reason
We smile unexpectedly
We blooms physically
We are energetic holistically
 
Love is not blind
Yes it is not!
Love sees everything
It's just a matter of acceptance
 
Love conquers all
You have to be brave and courageous
Love is never rude
Therefore it is kind
 
We should not fear love
dont be afraid to fall
Shed tears if you must
Experience to be broken is not bad
 
We all have our indwelling fate
But we do not know what it is
But be equipped with bravery
And Justice will come our way
 
Live!
Love!
Be contented!
Die Complete!
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Me
 
I am myself
I am not like you
I love being me
I don't like being you
 
I love my family
I love my best friend
I am up to movies
I am amazed by butterflies
 
I hate liars
I say no to hypocrites
I hate social climbers
I say no to whores
 
I cry
I smile
I laugh to the fullest
I frown to the deepest
 
I love looking at the horizon
I love appreciating the beauty  of everything
I see people deep with in
I understand things on the way they should be
 
I don't count my breath
I do count the memories
I don't mind  how many failures
I do count how many times I stand and become better
 
Don't judge the person
Yet analyze and understand them
Don't count how much a person owes you
Yet pray that he will surpass the trial
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The Real Beauty
 
It's not the skin complexion
It's not how white or black you are
It's not how soft and smooth your skin is
It's not how kissable it is
 
It's not your height that counts
Nor the way you bring your 5 inches heels
It's not the clothes you are wearing
Nor the jewelries on your neck
 
Some people are amazed by looks
They judge them by how they look
Some people never know  the meaning of beauty
Because they are all superficial
 
Beauty is deep with in
It is not easily seen
If a person sees only one's facade
Therefore that's a shallow  person
 
If you really want to see the beauty
Listen
Understand
Look with in! ! !
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Thoughts
 
I walk in my life
with my thoughts of you
I tackled every circumstances
this world has to offer too
In the evening
I dream of you
With the sun
I smile with you
Off to work
While sending SMS
Pre occupied with things
While planning with you our weekends
I think of you
before myself
have you eaten
Here's my food
Just say my name
In a glimpse, I will be present
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We Are 18! !
 
As we grow
and experience childhood
our parent's eye is on
to guide us in all our steps
 
We fall
we cry
We frown
and Laugh
 
Days passed so fast
And we failed to realize
Yay! We Come to the day that we turn 18
A day of changes, a day of another life!
 
We are not a kid
But we are still teen!
We aren't a woman yet,
But a Lady indeed! !
 
It's not the age that counts!
It is not just the age that changes!
It's what inside that matters!
It's what people wants to see in us!
 
Now that we are 18!
More Responsibilities are there!
Enjoy the freedom!
Yet know the consequences after!
 
A clean mind
Therefore a virtuous thoughts
A humble heart
for an unconditional love to others
 
 
We are 18!
Yes we are!
But so many things still to be weaned
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In experiencing life's depth, height and width!
 
Now that we are entering the portal of adulthood,
Let's relax!
Enjoy and experience every moment
And let's dance with the music of life! !
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